PLR Profits

PLR PROFITS
How To Make Money
With Private Label Rights

Be sure to click here and get your free PLR course too!
http://theinternetmarketingsource.com/how-to-make-money-using-plr-content/
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Introduction
PLR, or Private Label Rights, content is content written by someone else for which you have
the rights to modify, enhance, or omit content; put your name on it as if you wrote it entirely;
promote and sell it or give it away. PLR is a great way to shortcut the time you invest in
creating products or content, but to get the most profitable benefits, there are several
strategies you will need to know.
In this report we're going to look at some ways to make more money when you sell the best
PLR products as well as how you can make them more effective and profitable as web
content. You will also discover some great PLR resources to help you leapfrog your way to
PLR profits including how you can literally get paid to create and promote your products
whether you use PLR, affiliate products, or your own 100% original creations.
We will get into some more advanced strategies for using PLR, as well as a few important
"gotchas" that can save you a ton of frustration and money.

Stepping Into PLR Profits
There are literally hundreds of ways to make
money with PLR (Private Label Rights)
content. In fact you can see the Top 10 ways
here. But before we get into the details of
turning PLR into profits, I would like to reveal
the easiest way to set up multiple streams of
income with PLR.
By the way, you can also use these exact
same models to make money with affiliate
marketing, but for now, we will focus on PLR
profits.
Whether you use PLR, affiliate marketing, or CPA marketing, you should get this free AIR
Builder download to maximize your profits and turn even one-time commissions into monthly
income.

Making money with PLR products and content comes down to 3 basic
steps:
1. Picking the products you want to sell which can be PLR products, affiliate products, CPA
products, or your own products and services.
2. Making the offer online.
3. Getting people to your offer page(s).
In a moment, I will show you 3 fundamental models to make money PLR, but you should go
ahead and sign up for your free PLR course. You will receive several lessons via email along
with a couple of really good bonuses.
Your free email lessons will include these topics (including a video of each topic):
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1. 5-Step Guide To Making Money With PLR
2. 3 Disadvantages of Using PLR Products
3. 3 Ways to Make Your PLR Competition-Free
4. 3 Ways To Re-purpose Your PLR
5. The Types of PLR Licenses Available (and what they mean)
6. The Value of “Limited PLR Licenses”
7. How To Use PLR To Build Highly-Profitable Membership Sites
8. Where To Buy High-Quality PLR Content
9. How To Determine Who Your Competitors Are For Specific PLR Products
10. Using PLR for Research




You can see ...
Lessons 1, 5, & 8 will help you for picking your products (Step 1 listed above).
Lessons 3, 4, & 5 will help you in making your offers online (Step 2).
And Lesson 9 and one of your bonus gifts will help you with Step 3.
Your first bonus gift covers how to get leads for
your offers from YouTube using a very highly
targeted technique. In other words, the potential
buyers you send from YouTube to your offers will be
strongly interested in the topic or product you are
offering. Furthermore, you can get as many as you
want for just 2 cents each.
Consider if you were selling a $17 PLR product, and it
only cost you 2 cents per lead.
If just 1 out of 100 leads buys your product, that would be $17 in your pocket, and it only cost
you $2 to send 100 leads to your offer. How many leads would you send if you made a $15
profit (750% Return On Investment) for every 100 leads?
But remember ... with this technique, your leads will be highly-targeted, so you may well get a
sale for half those leads! I’ll let you do the math if you paid $2 for 100 leads and got 50 sales 
In your free email course, we will also cover free ways to get visitors ... as well as the
trade-offs between paid advertising versus free. For example, I am including a free video that
illustrates a powerful “Context Keyword Search” technique to find profitable keywords with
very little competition ... which means it’s much easier to rank high on the search engines and
get lots of free traffic.
However, this bonus for getting targeted YouTube traffic is extremely powerful, so make sure
you get your free copy with your free email course.

Now, on to the 3 PLR sales models ...
The most fundamental sales model is shown below. All you do is create an online article or
blog post each day and include a link to the sales page for your PLR product. Many times, the
sales pages are already written for you and come with your best PLR products, and you can
simply use more PLR content to write your articles or posts.
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This model gets your articles ranked in the search engines so you get free organic traffic to
your articles, and your visitors then click the link to reach your sales page.

Figure 1: Write articles or posts with links to your sales page
An easy variation which invokes the Law of Reciprocity is to create an article per day that
points to a valuable free report, audio download, video, or even free software. The download
page will, of course, include a link to your sales page, but so will the free download product.
This way if your prospect doesn’t buy now, your content and links are still available to him, and
he can click your link when reads or watches the free download.
And since you gave him the valuable gift for free, he feels a latent desire to return the favor
and buy your offer. This is what the Law of Reciprocity is all about. This alternate model looks
like this:

Figure 2: Offer a free gift containing links to your sales page
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Another alternative is to write articles which point to an opt-in page (a.k.a., squeeze page) that
offers a free gift if your prospect enters his name and email address. This requires you to have
an autoresponder service, but this model lets you forward your prospect to your sales page
when he opts in, include your sales link in the free gift, AND you can also offer more value and
re-state your offers in emails as many times as you wish.
This model is illustrated in Figure 3 below. Here is a real example opt-in page.

Figure 3: Add an Opt-in page to capture leads and add to your email list

The problem with all three models shown above is you need to write articles (or blog posts)
day after day. You don’t actually have to publish an article every day, but the more often you
publish, the better your results will be.
So who wants to write articles day after day?
Personally, I kind of like writing, but even if you scrape your content from PLR (which saves
you a ton of time by the way), it can be a chore. And I certainly don’t want to do it every day.
I would like to show you how you can get a pre-built Wordpress site with
built-in tools that not only writes quality, unique articles (not spun content
previously published) for you, but it also embeds a popular keywordoriented video based on your article topic. This is one of the best PLR
resources you can get!
Furthermore, this pre-built website announces your article on multiple
social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and
Google+. It is also set up so you can easily monetize it by inserting Google Adsense or other
ads that make you money when your visitors click on the ad.
All you have to do is add a free image to your post (which is optional), and you will have
search engine optimized web pages tailored to your topic keywords in just a few minutes.
By The Way ... You can get all the public domain images you want for free by going to
google.com/images. Then click the “Settings” tab and select “Advanced Search”.
Next, scroll down until you see “usage rights” on the left side. In this pull-down menu, select
“free to use, share or modify, even commercially.”
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You are free to use these images any way you want without having to worry about plagiarism
or copyright issues.
As if all that weren’t enough, you can even use this pre-built site on as many domains as you
wish, you can get if free, and I will even show you how to literally get paid to publish your
content whether you write it from scratch or scrape it from PLR.
Can you see yourself logging into your own Wordpress site (hosted for free), entering your
keyword(s) and clicking a button to select a video and build your article for you?
After that, you can tweak it a bit if you wish, tell the tool which social media platforms to notify,
and then click the “create post” button.
You can literally create “search engine bait” web pages in less than 2 minutes. Then you
can take a few more easy steps and literally get paid to publish your article. And as I
mentioned earlier, you can use this on affiliate products too. Just enter your keywords in the
tool, click a button, enter your affiliate link, and click “publish”. And again, you can get paid to
publish your articles with sales links in them.
By the way, you don’t have to do any marketing or selling to get paid for publishing, and you
don’t have to cut any deals, set up any contracts, or find a customer or buyer either. You don’t
have to pay anything to set it up. Just publish your articles and get paid. You can also get paid
to post images and videos too.
I don’t have space in this report to go into all the details, but you can go through this quick
introduction to PLR and then click here to get a free course on Making Money With PLR. I
promise it will be well worth your time.

Selling The Best PLR Products
Selling it is one of the most profitable strategies for using PLR. You can get ebooks, video
courses, audio courses and various other forms of PLR that you can then sell as your own
products. If you have an existing email list you can offer it to them or you can set it up to sell
from your own website, and then start generating traffic to that site.
You basically have two options when you sell a PLR product:
1.
2.

Sell it as is, in its original, unchanged form
Edit it or repurpose it in some way to make it more unique so you can sell it for a higher
price.
Both strategies have their place, but in most
cases you'll be more profitable by choosing
the second option - editing it in some way
before you start selling it.

This can mean rewriting the content in the
case of an ebook or it might mean
repurposing that content into a completely
different format, such as audio or video.
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Think about this for a moment…
If the only change you make to a PLR
package before you start selling it is
recording a video version (which can also
be turned into an audio version very easily)
you're going to have a multi-media course that
people can watch, read or listen to.
If they compare that with another offer from
someone who simply put the PLR up for sale
in its original format, which offer do you think
they're going to buy? Even if you charge more
for your "expanded" version, chances are
good that they would choose yours.
And taking it one step further, once you have audio and video recordings for the package, you
have the basis of a physical product - printed book (from the ebook), audio CDs (from the audio
files) and even DVD training (from the videos).

A physical product like that can be sold for $197-$297 quite easily, compared to maybe (and
it's a big maybe!) $97 for the complete digital version. And an ebook all by itself? Probably no
more than $27.
Of course, rewriting and repurposing the content takes time, which kind of defeats the purpose
of PLR in some ways. It's all about saving you time when creating content.
If you want to sell it as is, in its original form there's nothing wrong with that.
The key to making this work is having an audience that you can market it to - an email list, a
list of followers on Twitter or Facebook, etc.
If you have an audience of people with whom you already have a connection, you can simply
send them an offer for the new product. Load it up on your website (or register a new one if
you prefer) and send them to that page.
If you don't have an audience yet, you can promote it in other ways - forum signatures, SEO,
paid traffic, etc. - but the chances are higher that those people might have seen the same offer
somewhere else, and might wind up buying from the cheapest source.
And remember - being the cheapest source is
usually not the best way to generate sales. You
want to target people who are happy to buy from
you at any price, not the ones that are always
looking for the cheapest source.
Another effective strategy for selling PLR is to
use a "hybrid" of the two options - selling as is or
customizing.
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One of the keys to being successful with PLR is taking fast action. The sooner you can
get it up and selling, the sooner you can make back the money you spent on it (and then
some).
Being quick -to-market also means you'll beat many of the other people who bought the same
PLR package, effectively avoiding early competition.
To get the best of both strategies, you can set up the "stock" PLR package and start selling it
through your email list, Facebook Page and so on right away. Then work on adding value
through repurposing and rewriting the package.
You can even offer the initial package as a sort of "review" copy. Let your audience know that
you're offering them a "pre -launch" deal, in exchange for some feedback. This can help you
generate testimonials for one thing, and it will also generate feedback from those buyers as to
what could be added or improved.
This can all be incorporated into your final "expanded" version, making it even more effective.
In exchange for sending in a testimonial or feedback (good or bad) those people could be
given a free upgrade to the final version when it's ready.

Repurposing PLR Content
We've already touched on this briefly in the last section, but let's discuss repurposing PLR
content in a little more detail.
Repurposing means changing the format or the contents of the package in some way that's
significant enough to make it unique compared to anyone else selling the same thing.
One of the easiest ways to change a PLR product is by rebranding it with a new title and new
graphics.
Many PLR packages include minisites and product graphics. If you use the stock website and
images, your product will be instantly identifiable as the same as anyone else who also uses
them. Making new graphics gets rid of that problem.
You can either create these yourself or you can outsource it through a site like Fiverr.com or
the Warriors For Hire section on the Warrior Forum.
It shouldn't cost you more than $50 or so for an entire minisite with new product graphics, or
you can spend as little as $5 on each image you need.
Even if nothing else is changed, new graphics will make the product look like a completely
different thing to anyone else's.
Another effective way to repurpose your PLR content is to convert it into multiple formats. The
majority of PLR packs are written content - articles, ebooks, etc. - so you can take those and
convert them into audio or video, for example.
This is easier than it might sound, even if you aren't very comfortable with recording videos.
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There's no need for you to be on camera. All you need
to do is create a Powerpoint (or Keynote or OpenOffice
Impress) slideshow that highlights the important points
in the bullets.
Use Camtasia, Cam Studio, Screenflow or any other
screen capture software to record a screencast video of
you reading the ebook or articles while you page
through the presentation slides.
You might need to practice this a few times to get the
hang of it, but once you've done it a couple of times it
gets pretty easy to put together.
And once the video is finished, you can export the
audio track to create an audio version of the content that your buyers can play on their iPod or
record to CD to listen anywhere.
And remember what we discussed in the last section - once you have those audio and video
versions you can convert the whole package into a "home study" course that you physically send
to your customers, and can charge much more for.

Note: All these steps could be outsourced as well if you prefer.
One method of repurposing PLR content that most marketers overlook is having it converted
into another language.
The internet is world-wide so there are many potential buyers who may not understand
English. If the topic of your PLR isn't specific to any one country or location, why not have it
converted into another language so you can sell it to people in other countries more easily?
If you're fluent in another language yourself you can do this yourself but if not, sites like
Elance.com or oDesk.com are good places to look for a translator.

Using PLR As Web Content
One of the most widely-used types of PLR content is articles, which are generally used for web
content - blog posts, website articles, etc. This can be a great way to avoid having to write your
own content, which is particularly helpful in niches you may not be that familiar with, but it does
have one big disadvantage - duplicate content.
Even if the PLR has a limited number of licenses being sold, there are going to be multiple
people with the right to use it. Posting a PLR article on your site with no changes whatsoever is
generally not very effective because of the duplicate content factor caused by all the other
people who can also use it.
If you're the first to get it posted and indexed, you have a chance that yours will be the one that
the search engines consider the original but it can be tough to always be the first.
A more effective strategy is to rewrite the PLR before you post it to your website, so it will be
original content as far as the search engines are concerned.
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Rewriting doesn't necessarily mean you have to rewrite the entire article, however. Making a
few changes is often all it takes to get your content ranked.
You should always change the title, or headline, of the article and it's a good idea to edit the
opening paragraph or add a new one of your own. A new closing paragraph is also a good
idea, but the rest of the article can often be left as is without any penalties.
Another option for rewriting is more of a "curation" process than actually rewriting the article.
In other words, post the article to your website in its original form but add your own
commentary throughout the article. Add an introductory paragraph with a brief overview of the
article, add some comments within the article body and add a closing paragraph that sums up
both the article and your comments.
This lets you use the PLR content with no rewriting, but by adding your own comments it will
change it enough to make it "unique" to the search engines.
You have two choices when using PLR as web content:
1.
2.

Free content
Paid content

If you plan to use PLR as free web content, or even as a giveaway for building an email list or
some other type of lead generation, make sure you check the license first. Some packages
don't allow you to use them as free web content or to give the content away.
If that's the case, you can still use it as the basis for a website. Just use the content to populate
a paid membership. This works best if the content can be split up into modules that can be
delivered over a period of time.
For example, if you had an ebook that contained 6 chapters, each of which covers
a particular sub-topic, you could create a 6-week membership site with one chapter being
delivered to your members each week. Once again, you could create an audio and/or video
version as well to add even more value for your members.

Using PLR Resources For Research
Another under-utilized strategy for using PLR is to shortcut the research process. If you're
planning on creating a product of your own, and you can find a PLR product that covers the
same topic, you can save yourself a great deal of time by "swiping" the overall structure and
content of the PLR resource.
Think of it this way…
The person who wrote the PLR in the first place had to do some research before putting it
together. They had to:
•
•
•

Research the content itself
Plan the structure of the content
Outline it and put it into a logical order
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•

Possibly do some keyword/market research

All of which are things you would have to do yourself if you were creating something from
scratch. But when you have the PLR product to use as a model you can simply follow the lead
of the person who wrote it.
•
•
•
•

Use the information in the body of the content to research your own
Copy the structure of their content
Use their outline in your own original product
Use their keyword/market research data

And the best part is, there's absolutely no reason you shouldn't be doing this. It's not like
buying a competing product and copying what that person did - you have the right to use a
PLR package however you want, including breaking it down and copying whatever
components you want.

Some Things To Watch Out For ...
When you're using PLR content for your websites and/or products you're selling there are a
few things that you need to be aware of.
One of the big things is to always be sure you're staying within the "rules" set out in the PLR
license. Most PLR packages include a license (often a file called rights.txt) that outline exactly
what you can and can't do with the content. It will look something like this:
RIGHTS:
[YES] Can be edited completely and your name put on it
[YES] Can be given away
[YES] Can be sold
[YES] Can be used as a bonus for another paid product
[YES] Can sell Resell Rights
[NO] Can sell Master Resell Rights
[NO] Can sell Private Label Rights
It may have a lot more restrictions than this, but it will spell out what you can - and more
importantly, can't - do with the content.
In this example, you can use it however you want for the most part but you can't pass along
master resale or private label rights to anyone else.
Some PLR packages won't let you give it away, limit you from selling it in certain places like
eBay or the Warrior Forum, and various other things. While it's highly unlikely there could be
any real legal recourse if you broke the rules, it's in everyone's best interest to abide by them.
If one marketer starts selling it below the recommended minimum price, or on a site like eBay,
it devalues it for everyone who bought the license.
And speaking of resale rights, that's one of the things that is worth checking on any PLR you
are considering.
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If the rights allow you to pass along master resale rights and/or private label rights it can create
a situation where the product gets saturated because too many people are selling the same
thing.
Master resale rights (MRR) means you have the right to sell the product but you can also pass
those rights along to your buyers. So if you buy a PLR license and give the MRR license to
your buyers, they can not only sell the product themselves, they can also pass along resale
rights to their buyers.
This results in every "level" of buyers being able to sell it as well and it multiplies exponentially.
Note: The only real difference between master resale and private label rights is that PLR
usually allows you to change the source files and customize it however you want. MRR
typically doesn't allow customization, just reselling.
There are cases where offering MRR to your buyers can be useful, mind you. If you include
affiliate links, links to your own products or other promotional messages in the product itself,
allowing others to sell it can help it go viral.
Just be aware of the pros and cons when considering these PLR packages, and decide ahead
of time whether you would be better served by a more limited number of sellers or potentially
larger distribution.
"Fingerprints" are another thing to be careful of. In other words, things that can be easily
identified as tying the PLR back to a particular seller, website or anything else.
Sometimes minisite designs or product graphics will have a "Designed by …" message on
them, for example. Or a product might have links back to the original PLR seller in the "stock"
files. You can change these if they're there, but if you're not watching you might miss them.
These types of things can identify the product as having come from a particular source and in
some markets - particularly internet marketing and markets that are familiar with internet
marketing - your customers might just bypass you and buy from the PLR seller directly in the
future.
Depending on how the fingerprints are embedded in the site, it can also raise flags with the
search engines when it comes to duplicate content.
It's always a good idea to go through the website and the product and look for any of these
fingerprints before you start selling it or upload the website to your hosting.

Conclusion: More Keys To PLR Profits
PLR resources can be a great way to expand both the content on your website and your stable
of products to sell. You'll save a great deal of time and effort by leveraging your PLR effectively
and following the guidelines published in PLR Profits.
Just don't treat it like some kind of magical content source that saves you from doing any work
at all. You might get lucky and be able to make some money with it by doing this, but you'll be
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leaving far more on the table than if you follow some of the simple strategies in this guide to
make your PLR more unique and more attractive to your customers.
PLR Profits is a brief introduction, but there is much more to learn to boost your income and
save you time and money. Be sure to get your free email course.
As mentioned earlier, my free course ... Making Money With PLR ... offers you tremendous
advantages for free. All you have to do to get it is click here (or click the image below), and
enter your name and email so I can send it to you.
Once you enter your name and email, you must check your email, and click the confirmation
link in the first email I send to you. This way we can verify we have the right email for you.
If you do not see the email right away, check your spam or junkmail folder. Also, be sure
to add my email address (rbryanstoker@gmail.com) to your address book so you receive all
the lessons.
Once you click the confirmation link, you will immediately receive lesson 1 and your bonus gifts
via email.
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By the way, click here if you are looking for the #1 best place to get quality
PLR products and content.
You will get thousands of videos, audios, software, blogs, ebooks, and reports here, and you
will get new products nearly every day for a low fixed monthly fee. It also comes with free
hosting with full cpanel web site functionality. This is the top PLR resource with the best PLR
products available.

One more thing before I close . . .

Would You Like To Know How To Change ALL Affiliate,
CPA, & PLR Campaigns Into Recurring Monthly Income?
Seriously, I figured out how to do it . . .
In fact, you can start making money every
month even if you never sell anything . . .
and even if you never give anything away . . .
with my free program called, the . . .
Affiliate Income Revolution (AIR).
Click here to watch the video . . .
And click here for your free download package.
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How Many Products Would You Promote If
You Got Paid Even If You Never Sell
Anything?
Would you prefer to invest your
time and money and create your
own products from scratch . . .
Or would you rather start with
products you know will sell and
actually Get Paid to do it?
If you are burning inside to get more money and
you really believe you deserve more, then you
have what it takes to improve your life!
And if you are willing to start with something you
know works, then you can start making money
today!
If you want to know the fastest, surest way to
make money online, then I would like to show
you how!
In fact, I will show you how to get paid to publish, modify, and market
products you don't even have to create . . . even if you never sell anything!

Discover how to build your own PLR Paycheck!

Wishing you wealth & prosperity,
Bryan
Dr. Bryan Stoker
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